ACROSS
1) Word before "beware!" 38) Sicilian landmark
6) Extraterrestrial realm 39) A miner matter?
11) "If I only ____ a brain" 40) Clothes lines
14) Cloudless sky color 41) Slit open, ironically
15) Two points in time? 42) Be about to cry
16) "____ it or lose it" 44) Granitelike rock
17) Vigorous 45) One who's left holding the bag?
19) "The city that never sleeps," for short 47) Ungentlemanly type
20) Amarillo's state 48) ___ Wee Reese of baseball fame
21) Major impact evidence 49) Beat to the finish line
23) Venus, to Serena 50) Felony fire
26) It may be cut or paste? 52) Hockey legend Bobby
27) Transparency 53) Make confetti
28) Insight 58) Half a cocktail?
30) Horror director Wes 59) Turnpike travelers, briefly
31) Very good-looking people 60) Mama Judd
32) Unlike chickens? 61) "Got that right"
33) Guy's honey 62) Islamic leaders
36) Campus concern 63) Word with "singing" or "Bible"
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DOWN
1) Word with "cross" or "crow"
2) Action film staple
3) Relative of 61-Across
4) "While" lead-in
5) Breaks a promise
6) "Get out!"
7) Florists' needs
8) Boxing's "Greatest"
9) Secret meeting
10) Carve on, as a monument
11) It may involve dogs and foxes
12) Heretofore
13) Complain about
18) Cart pullers
22) "We" may precede it
23) ___ Domingo
24) Comparatively frosty
25) '60s TV show (with "77")
27) Vegas shooting game
29) Encountered
30) Angular hair wave
32) Big name in electric shavers
34) Biscotto flavoring
35) Spell of forgetfulness
37) Garden flower
38) 180 deg. from WSW
40) Warrior of old Japan
41) Cause of ruin
43) Always, in verse
44) Breathe laboriously
45) Pirate's plunder
46) Distinctive atmospheres
47) Symbol of Christianity
50) Bit of matter
51) Within reach
54) After-school bake sale org.
55) Pigeon's utterance
56) Down Under org.
57) Sample, as hot tea